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Air Jordan 1 Pinnacle latest series of color will soon be on sale, I believe that it is particularly concerned about a lot of shoe fans. The
body of the shoe using a bronzer to create high-quality leather, luxurious style full of tongue NIKE AIR logo and shoe leather side
wings also follows the pattern followed by the disposal of old Lase into making the metal plate, and printed on "MJ23" and "1985"
respectively words, and finally mounted on a simple white soles, in addition, a shoebox and dust bags and other accessories are
always reflect sincerity. It is reported that the shoes will be available for sale starting in overseas stores September 12, priced at $
400.
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] After a month of intense competition, the 2012 NIKE National Youth (U14 / U16) jointly
organized by the Chinese Tennis Association and Nike tennis races recently in the coastal Tianjin and Tanggu tennis school tennis
come to an end. More than 400 young players from all provinces, municipalities and professional tennis team and the club entered
the competition, there are 24 junior tennis players won the men's singles, women's singles title 16, doubles, doubles. This event
received strong support Binhai New Area Administrative Committee of Tanggu. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and
most professional Footwear News)
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< br / > ; British fashion house Alexander McQueen's vice line MCQ season again and sports brand puma cooperation, bring a new
series of disc blaze. MCQ is already avant-garde sense of the full disc blaze into the more High-Fashion breath, choose high-grade
leather and suede shoes making, by contrasting color collision out striking feeling and translucent plastic disc turntable collocation,
trinomic slow epicenter fit in with the ink details, and the heel can also see the MCQ logo embellishment. At present, two pairs of
color has been purchased by SUPPASTORE, priced at $$215. (Editor: YOYO)
New details of the design CONVERSE Chuck Taylor Hollis Hi 2013-12-08 22:33:43
New York Kith renowned fashion store on its website recently exposed a new CONVERSE Chuck Taylor Hollis Hi. In Chuck Taylor
shoe is based on adding a lot of new details of the design, giving a fresh feel. 

This CONVERSE Chuck Taylor Hollis Hi used to create high-quality leather shoes, fine canvas fabric as the lining, it highlights that
the use of the abrasion resistance of this shoe jagged sole, heel also has a cross-link designs that are in the past Chuck Taylor who
rarely see. There is no news in the domestic sale of this shoe, you have to be patient, and so the Converse fans.
New Exposure Jordan Melo B'Mo 2013 for sale in summer 2013-12-08 22:30:20 As the chief spokesperson of the Jordan Brand,
melon Anthony Melo launched every year in addition to the series, we finally ushered in the Melo family branch field external version,
Jordan Melo B'Mo this upcoming summer sale next year, although not as positive as the latest generation of science and technology
arm, but practical appearance or make a lot of friends like, now we do not know what science and technology vamp , in the bottom
part and before the end of the shoe is very similar to Jordan Phase 23 Hoops. Jordan Melo B'Mo information about, SIZE shoes
newspaper will continue to bring.
Popular contacting top shoes adidas City Series
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; ; ; design shoes to surround Paris, France & icirc; le de france area flag in a pattern. Origin of the plurality of French royal coat of
arms since the iris century debated. This in itself is a flower pattern, can be used for decoration, later became a symbol of royal
power. "I paris" words printed on the heel, the Paris City flag pattern is printed on the line between the heel and the superstar
commemorative logo printed on the tongue and pads. 



Related news
Nike Zoom Kobe 7 new physical map color exposure and commercial information 2013-12-08 22:32:53
I believe we are already looking forward to the new season is about to accompany the battle arena Bryant Kobe 8, but before the
Kobe 8 unveiled, is expected to have three new color of the Nike Zoom Kobe 7 will go on sale later this year, is currently Exposure of
this one is one of them. Shoes with white, black color, with the Lakers traditional purple, gold element, with gray ink in the end point.
The Nike Zoom Kobe 7 will soon meet with you. Like friends we look forward to it. Nike Zoom Kobe 7

expected sale price: $ 140

expected release date: 2012/11/03
;
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - shoe stock market - European stocks rose on Wednesday (March 5) opened slightly lower after two
days of rises and falls forward gradually stabilized, tensions due to Ukraine improved, further reducing the possibility of conflict,
Adidas individual stocks leading decliners tape. 
German sporting goods retailer Adidas fell 3 percent, its 2014 earnings warning, because such a weak rupee Russia and other
emerging markets currencies, or make profits hard hit. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe
News Media Partner: shoes famous network of global fashion network ; shoe.)
Public School this by a thoughtful one (Dao-Yi Chow) and Maxwell Osborne co-founded the New York fashion brand, in recent years
become the man of the American fashion industry, but this fan to join Jordan Brand, launched jointly build a Public School x air jordan
1 Retro High OG shoes, fashion shoes by the eternal black leather throughout the text, the bottom was black inkjet spot, with purple
sole embellishment. Tongue and heel also add "PSNY" and details of "PS" fonts. However, unfortunately overwhelmed the limited 50
pairs of shoes for the family and friends, but "NY23" series will be on sale at their designated stores, interested friends may pay more
attention.
Yohji Yamamoto (Yohji Yamamoto) cooperation with well-known sports brand adidas produced fashion branch Y-3, has been world
famous for its unique design. Y-3 official also recently announced a new 2015 spring and summer series of shoes. Respectively
including Qasa Retro Boost shoes, Laver slippers, Held 2 Gaotong sneakers, Kaohe slippers, Kohna Futuristic sneakers, shoes
paragraph 7. Designed to Yohji Yamamoto specializes in black and white fashion oriented, highly Yohji Yamamoto logo outsole,
pipeline design, people can not extricate themselves overwhelmed by fashion shoes, will be officially on sale next year March 31,
interested Friends to prepare your wallet a.
adidas Originals Stan Smith recently for the classic series to build Fall Winter Collection, as a global leader in sales of shoes, Stan
Smith it is no good appearance has a simple and highly sought after by the majority of fashion and fashion lovers. This time create
new models will be coming Mid version, designed to retain the original contour familiar, still all-white tail OG green color, smooth
leather shoes constitution, tongue and heel details of the position remains the same, I do not know What do you think of their new
friends elegance face it. Currently, the shoes have landed part of online retail shops, shoe fans looking up to the people on foot
deduction.
Fun color sports player, Nike Sportswear Air Max 90 launched the latest shoes
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; ; ; Chinese shoes Network March 10 hearing, the well-known sports brand Nike's regional Nike Sportswear recently released a new
Air Max 90 New shoes. Shoes still continues the classic Air Max shoes, but up and down the foot work in color, white and blue of
perfect stitching, laces color echo each other in matching blue Swooth, so that the whole shoe is more vibrant . If you would like to Fun
colors, do not miss. 
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Related news
Camouflage can be very texture Horween x Vans Vault kind before 2013-12-08 22:37:23 We appreciate everyone reported Vans
Vault joint US veteran leather manufacturers Horween, introduced a Brushed "Camo" series of shoes. This feels like camouflage
element used in paint ink series, a variety of purple, dark green khaki interwoven, and with white spots and cross-stitching half-
colored, old sense, it is special.

Recently, this series of physical map was finally fully exposed on the network, contains a total Sk8 Mid HW LX, 106 MOC HW LX and
Piragua HW LX three shoes. It is reported that Sk8 priced at $ 125, 106 MOC priced at $ 120, while the price of $ 125 Piragua.
NHIZ x George Cox 2012 autumn and joint shoes on sale soon 2013-12-08 22:30:57 NHIZ street brands from Japan and Hong Kong



brand izzue NEIGHBORHOOD series of joint regional, NHIZ has always been the source of military-style design. The autumn and
winter season NHIZ brought us a pair of complete English-style shoes, the reason is NHIZ hired famous British shoe brand George
Cox for partners to George Cox modeled on classic heavy-bottomed shoes, equipped with high-quality calfskin to create, on the
upper also added a layer of black horsehair and Scotland tassel design, great texture. This shoe is priced at 2599 Hong Kong
dollars, it will be available in September 13th.
In most people's minds, GUCCI on clothing and handbags pattern used, it always seems to overlap printing LOGO design, over time
some people will this historic luxury brand to produce a weary feeling. But recently, GUCCI launched their city series theme costumes,
while in the past the product style is different, this is obviously the highlight on subjectivity, from the current release of the London
family point of view, in their wallets, handbags, and footwear are printed on distinctive logo London city background, as well as the
iconic Thames bridge design, white and red, yellow, green and black colors are amplified to make it look stylish. 

Source: freshnessmag
When Nike Jordan when Jordan Future release, people still guess what is Jordan's future? And when the first Nike Air Jordan running
shoes Jordan Flight Runner available, we finally determine the Jordan Brand would like marching in other areas. Jordan Flight Runner
in addition to Jordan Brand brand's blessing, the science and technology configuration to Dynamic Fit lacing system and the Zoom
Air cushioning compatible combination of comfort and excellent performance. Although as a brand for the first attempt at running
shoes in the field, the first appearance did not bring much of a surprise appearance, but I believe that with Jordan Brand skill, later will
be better.
autumn comes, in turn Look on the occasion of the season, feet shoes of course will inevitably shape and replacement with one
recent election has not yet determined the water? So I normally like wearing jogging shoes fans may wish to look at this upcoming
months October 7 launch new models NEW BALANCE. In M1300, CM1600, MT580, and ML999, M996 and M998 6 individual gas
model for the foundation, which seven pairs of running shoes with a lot of suede leather shoes are produced, and the color area
respectively chose a relatively pragmatic black, gray, blue, red, so that the overall fall and Winter Solstice. Shoe fans are interested,
please sign in End conduct pre-order.
NIKE addition to this year's flagship Nike Air Max 2013 also on the outside of its classic model Nike Air Max 1 take care of Canada,
Air Yeezy green and pink color was a smash hit also decorate in the Air 2013 spring and summer of Max 1 Shoes above, this
interpretation of the classic models of color through impressive enough. Through the details of the plan, we can see these shoes
insoles also hidden inside, "scenery", so eye-catching pink leopard pattern only pity is that only silently buried at the foot of the. These
shoes also have taken the lead earlier in Titolo sale, as to whether China is still a question mark shelves, but we will continue
watching. 
;
famous sneakers magazine "Sneaker Freaker" The team had earlier exposure to the NIKE Air Max 1 new color "Purple Suede". Use
soft suede feel superior to replace the original nylon mesh and leather shoes are setting lumber, this spend a lavender purple, deep
plum, purple and light purple three kinds of color to set off Air Max 1 running shoes classic contour new work, as in the past to carry
the clean and fresh white midsole and visible Air Max heel cushion, and finally ending with the outsole deep purple, a pair of Purple
pressing momentum. Members love the fans in this department purple running shoes, remember please pay close attention to our
follow-up reports it!
British fashion shoe Offspring again with converse released "Trade Craft" series of shoes, its all in leather as the main design
material. Shoe body respectively, using high quality leather and suede shoes made of, with the same material for the leather laces,
tongue inside of the printed Offspring Mascot Logo classic design, so that all the power of insight into the joint. The most noteworthy
is that jagged stitches shoes, very detailed. This shoes total of gray, brown and red, blue three versions available, but has now begun
to shop in Offspring official limited edition, interested friends to their website for more details of it. 
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Source: highsnobiety
vans always been some styles of products to bring people a little too thin and always like to use something like suede and canvas to
reduce the production cost of the idea that the launch of the Vans Vault Chukka believe this will change everyone idea. 
This is somewhat similar to the snake's version introduced last year, the overall upper with a fine leather production, shoes are no
other complex modifications, delicate laces also make shoes feel more delicate. Onetone settings also allow collocation more
convenient, tri-color launch, almost all wild color, choose a pair of Vans Vault this spring to change preconceived notions Vans good. 

Source: sneaker news
; The first 2,880 pairs of value on high Yusheng Industrial production company $ 32,000 Nike sneakers, a few days ago by the
Shanghai smooth clearance of exports to the US market. Reporters on the 1st Exit Inspection and Quarantine learned from Jiangxi
Province, which indicates that the world's largest shoe companies formally achieve "Jiangxi manufacturing."
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